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In many situations, we want to make sense of complex data sets. 
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• Allows to build models for customized data analysis 

• Allows users to include domain knowledge into a ML framework 

• Assumes that the data are generated by a generative process 

that the modeler specifies  

Motivation Probabilistic Modeling 



“Prerequisites” 

Some probability 

• joint distribution, conditional distribution: 

• expectation 

Some optimization theory 

• gradient-based optimization 
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There are a few soft prerequisites that will help you follow this presentation.



Example Dynamic Word Embeddings 



• Goal: for each word, learn a vector that 

captures its semantic meaning 

• Input: massive amounts of unstructured 

text 

• Output: Vector representations of words 

Word Embeddings Introduction 



Background Word Embeddings 



Background Word Embeddings 



Background Word Embeddings 

Not a generative model for text! 



Word Embeddings as Probabilistic Models (Barkan 
2017) 
First, two important definitions: 

Idea:  
• assign every word in the vocabulary V to two vectors (u and v) 
• train these vectors to predict whether a given pairing of words 

is more likely to occur in the true or shuffled corpus 

positive samples negative samples 

== loss function of 
word2vec 
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As follows, I want to present an idea due to Barkan that word embeddings can also be viewed as probabilistic models. To this end, I’m defining two objects. First, let n_ij^+ be the number of times I see a particular combination of two words within a range of at most L words. For example, if these are cat and dog, I count the cooccurrence of these two words in my corpus.Now, I shuffle my corpus and compute the same quantity again. Here, I destroyed all information about typical cooccurrence patterns, and only the word frequencies enter.Now, the idea is…



Application Word Embeddings Over Time 

1781 

1912 

1963 
2008 time stamp 
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Imagine you are a historian who has collected a large number of historical newspaper articles.You are interested in how individual words change their meanings over time.So your goal is to trace the motion of word embeddings in their embedding space. As time evolves, some words change their meaning.



Dynamic Word Embeddings Skip-Gram as a Probabilistic Time Series 
Model 

Imposed prior dynamics: probabilistic Kalman filter. 
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One of the nice things about probabilistic models is that they are composable.So we took the static probabilistic word2vec model, and stitched multiple copies of it together, where each copy corresponds to one time stamp, e.g., a year.The way we do this is to impose continuity in the evolution of the word and context embedding vectors. [click]We do this by imposing a latent diffusion process. As a consequence, the model pays a penalty if the word and context vectors drift over large distances between adjacent time stamps.To do this, we really a probabilistic formulation.



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]We focus on the first time stamp [click]



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]We focus on the first time stamp [click]We use our prior belief to infer a posterior by taking the data into account [click]



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]We focus on the first time stamp [click]We use our prior belief to infer a posterior by taking the data into account [click]Now we move to the next time [click]



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]We focus on the first time stamp [click]We use our prior belief to infer a posterior by taking the data into account [click]Now we move to the next time [click]We can forget about the model at earlier times, everything is captured by its posterior [click]



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]We focus on the first time stamp [click]We use our prior belief to infer a posterior by taking the data into account [click]Now we move to the next time [click]We can forget about the model at earlier times, everything is captured by its posterior [click]We move to time t=2. The old posterior gets broadeded through the latent diffusion. It becomes our new prior [click]



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here we sketch inference [click]We focus on the first time stamp [click]We use our prior belief to infer a posterior by taking the data into account [click]Now we move to the next time [click]We can forget about the model at earlier times, everything is captured by its posterior [click]We move to time t=2. The old posterior gets broadeded through the latent diffusion. It becomes our new prior [click]We can again compute a new posterior by combining the evidence at time 2 with the prior. And so on…



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 



Dynamic Skip Gram Model 
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Here is once more the video that I showed in the beginning.It was trained on a large collection of digitized books over two hundred yearsWe see that the model learns a smooth motion of the embeddings. We highlight the word broadcast. Before modern media came up, this word was basically exchangeable with distributed and scattered.In the 1930s, new media technologies came up and the meaning of the word changed.Our algorithm detected automatically that the word moves over large distances in theses years.
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Results from Historical Books Word Similarities over 
Time 
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We can also query our algorithm for the top 10 words which changed the most in the last 150 years. Here are all these words. Let me highlight one example. [click]The plot shows the word peer and its semantically most similar words. In the past, a peer was a nobleman. We see that red words that correspond to the old meaning become more dissimilar over the yearsNowadays a peer is somebody of equal standing, that’s almost the opposite. We see that the corresponding blue words, associated with the modern meaning, move closer over the years



Project Description 

Part I 
• Re-implement and publish a user-friendly version of dynamic word 

embeddings code (skip-gram filtering) 
• Required: sufficient familiarity with probabilistic ML / maths 
 
Part II 
• Create a platform for visualizing dynamic word embeddings 
• Required: creativity and data visualization skills 

Bamler & Mandt. Dynamic Word Embeddings. ICML 2017. 
www.stephanmandt.com 
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